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“Revolution in Nuclear Power Plants”
---Thorium Molten-Salt Reactor System---

By Kazuo FURUKAWA

Preface
▪ A scientific attitude 
▪ The dream of David E. Lilienthal 

CONTENTS 〔in extended form(in detail)〕

Introduction. ------Why review nuclear power now?
Japan must do something to avoid being isolated
Threat of global environmental destruction
Japan, an idle spectator
Strategies for heading off threats
Hydrogen is a secondary energy source
Possibilities of utilization of nuclear energy
The intention of this book---Can’t there be better nuclear power stations ?

Chapter 1. Humankind and energy
Let us review the relationship between humankind, the global environment, energy,
and resource problems.

Energy resources in historical times
Towards the age of natural gas
Are natural resources boundless?
Another prediction based on the logistic function
Limitations of heat-emission type energy technology

Chapter 2. What is nuclear energy?
This chapter will set forth the relationship between humankind and nuclear energy
technology. The universe is a system of nuclear reactions. Geothermal energy is
obtained from the decay of radioactive materials. Human beings are inevitably
connected with nuclear science.

Pierre and Marie Curie, and Albert Einstein
Atomic nucleus, isotopes and radioactivity
Radioactivity and radiation
The reality of nuclear energy
What is nuclear fission?
The mechanism of nuclear fusion
Nuclear fusion faces pre-technological problems
The universe is a system of nuclear reactions
Once upon a time, there was a natural fission reactor!

Chapter 3. What are the faults of “nuclear power plants?”
This chapter describes the basic structure of nuclear energy technology, from past
to present. It explains the current aversion to “nuclear power plants."
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Military use and peaceful use
The mechanism of light-water reactors
Major problems of light-water reactors
Reactors are easy to design if the rules are followed

A：Selection of radiation-resistant materials for nuclear fuel and reactor vessels

B：Technologies of energy transformation

What does the “neutron slowing-down process” mean?
C：Approach to chemical treatment

Peaceful use of nuclear energy: the gas-cooled reactors
The future of the gas-cooled reactors
Heavy-water cooled and light-water cooled reactors
Can the fast breeder reactors sustain the future?

Chapter 4. Conditions for reactor safety
In the future, nuclear power plants must address the task of regaining the
confidence of society. This chapter will present concrete methods for building safe
nuclear power plants that do not cause serious accidents.

Portrait of reactors that are safe and acceptable to society
Carcinogenic properties of plutonium
The power station is a public facility
Proposal of “accelerator driven sub-critical reactors”

Chapter 5. Revolution in nuclear power plants: From solid to liquid
To build “better nuclear power plants," the solid nuclear fuel used by the past and
present plants must be replaced by liquid nuclear fuel. Of various types of liquid, the
one called “molten-salt” is by far the most promising.

Why is liquid better?
Advantages and disadvantages of liquid nuclear fuels
What is “molten-salt”?
Nuclear fuel research
The option of molten fluoride salt
Another look at molten-salts
Connection with geo-magma
Summary of molten-salt technology
The success at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory(ORNL)

Chapter 6. Revolution in nuclear power plants:
From uranium to thorium

Adoption of thorium nuclear fuel will make it possible to phase out the use of
plutonium, which has many safety- and nuclear proliferation-related problems. It
will also produce a more rational nuclear fuel cycle.

Utilization of thorium
Thorium resources
Thorium and artificial uranium 233
Highly gamma radioactive uranium 232
Effective utilization and annihilation of plutonium
New global management of “spent nuclear fuel”
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Chapter 7. Revolution in nuclear power plants:
From large to small reactors

----A small molten-salt power reactor: FUJI ----
To be usable all over the world, nuclear power plants must be small. The “small
molten-salt power reactor: FUJI” lays the foundation for the ideal power plant.
FUJI requires no refueling because it sustains nuclear fuel in the reactor.

Small, safe reactors for the whole world
Structure of FUJI-II
Structure of the reactor vessel

Fuel-salt
Graphite
Vessel & piping material (Hastelloy-N)

Core design
The ideal nuclear power plant
Details of the main reactor parts

Reactor vessel
internal structure

Control mechanism
▪ Other equipment in the primary fuel-salt system 

Fuel-salt pump
Drain tank
Storage tank
Cover gas system
Intermediate heat exchanger

▪ High temperature containment room  
▪ Equipment and materials in the secondary coolant system

Coolant-salt
Pump and storage tank for coolant salt
Steam generator
Power generation components

▪ Behavior of fuel-salt and component materials 
Graphite
Hastelloy-N
Behavior of fuel-salt
Behavior of fission products

▪ Pre-operational preparatory works 
▪ Manipulation during operation 
▪ Flexible operational performance 
▪ Chemical processing at the end of the reactor life

Chemical treatment of waste
▪ Enhanced safety 
▪ Superior economics 
▪ Building a super-small experimental reactor: miniFUJI 

Chapter 8. Breeding nuclear fuel
For solving problems associated with preserving the global environment,
population explosion and poverty in this century, it is urgent to secure a large
amount of nuclear energy. The vital factor for securing nuclear energy is breeding
nuclear fuel.
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Nuclear technology as the leading energy technology: Necessary
Doubling every 10 years
Why “breeding” is necessary?
Insufficient breeding ability

Larger complex reactors and high generation cost
Unfavorable development cost and time
Technical difficulties of Molten-Salt Breeder Reactor
What are the effective methods of breeding?
Proposal of Accelerator Molten-Salt Breeder
The concept of the Thorium Molten-Salt Nuclear Energy Synergetic System
Incineration of radioactive waste
Necessary resources and waste

Chapter 9. Total image of the “revolutionary nuclear power plant”
The technology of the Thorium Molten-Salt Nuclear Energy Synergetic System
includes everything from thorium extraction and power generation and
distribution to social and environmental effects. This chapter will evaluate the
special features and merits and demerits of the system. In addition, it will touch
on developmental problems for realization and review recent conditions
surrounding nuclear power plants around the world.

▪ A look at the features of the system 
▪ Major developmental tasks  

miniFUJI project
FUJI project
About Accelerator Molten-Salt Breeder project
Thorium Molten-Salt Nuclear Energy Synergetic System project

Why development was not done before?
Nuclear power plants around the world

Chapter 10. The path to the complete abolition of nuclear weapons
The Thorium Molten-Salt Nuclear Energy Synergetic System will solve the
energy and environmental issues in the 21st century and will lead the way to
the complete abolition of nuclear weapons, promising a peaceful and prosperous
future.

▪ Efforts for the nuclear non-proliferation

▪ A decisive way to the nuclear non-proliferation

▪ Technology that phases out plutonium.

▪ Towards the prohibition of plutonium use

▪ From the Uranium Era to the Thorium Era

Afterword.

APPENDIX.: List of the most important scientific summary papers:
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